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Abstract: This paper proposed sensor pattern noise based method that exploits the inherent fingerprint of the camera sensor
and is universally applicable and can be easily used to authenticate a video camera. The central idea of the paper is that
correlated signal is compressible and predictable but uncorrelated noise is not. So, far work proposed uses three different
color channels for noise estimation. We propose to work on grayscale images. The result shows when working on grayscale
images gives same result in less time.
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I.
Introduction
Video Source identification method can be classified in two categories. The first category is device class identification which is
used to tell the manufacturer or model of the device. The second category is specific device identification which deals with
identification of identify the individual device that has produced the data. The first category identification is easier as image
source identification methods can be easily adopted directly for video source identification to distinguish different models. It is
bit easier to distinguish different models but difficult when identifying specific device. Some methods like watermarking
technique helps to find specific device but have special limits on videos. Now, with advancement of technology, the world
enters in wireless communication. The use of wireless camera has increased. The wireless cameras are generally used in a
special security region. These cameras have no local storage. The video is captured and wirelessly streamed to a sink. Due to
transmission delay in wireless streaming, some packets are lost causing blocking and blurring that appear in the received
frames. Thus, when working on wireless networks the concern is to authenticate source of video. There is need to exploits the
inherent fingerprint of camera sensor which must be universally applicable.
Video Source identification is widely used for validating video evidence in court as it necessary to prove that the video was
truly recorded by the suspected camera [1]. It also, helps in tracking down video piracy crimes [2] [3] and help to regulate
individual video sources on internet where videos are shared at large scale [4].
Modern digital cameras use tag such as date and time, camera settings, or the serial number of the camera when producing the
image. Currently, there is no standard metadata pattern for video files. Also, when this metadata is present, it can be easily
removed or manipulated. This can lead us to doubt about the source of image. Another method is Defective Pixels identification
in which the defective pixels can act as a digital finger print which are present in sensor [5]. Defective pixels can be corrected
by modern camera with additional features. This will give us false result and our motive to authenticate the suspect camera will
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be not accomplished. Researcher moves to new techniques which focus on individual pixels that may report slightly lower or
higher values than their neighbors. The Method based on PRNU (Photo Response Non-Uniformity) which is the output signals
from pixels produced when the illumination incident on a number of pixels is exactly same for all pixels. To a certain extent,
this pattern will be present in all images captured by a certain sensor like CCD or CMOS active pixel sensors cannot be easil y
removed by layman. But PRNU method suffers from performance degradation when the video is captured by wireless camera
and contain blocking and blurring during transmission. Besides, most of these sensor methods are computationally expensive
and are not suitable for fast identification. There will be need of making large data base. Recent work focus on fixed pattern
extraction. Sensor pattern noise has been reported with best performance so far. It is based on idea that correlated signal is
compressible and predictable but uncorrelated noise is not. This means each sensor has its own unique noise pattern. Sensor
pattern noise which is extracted from a frame of video will be tested and compared with the suspected patterns from the trained
database of cameras. When the two patterns are highly similar, almost having negligible difference than this indicates source
might be same. Thus, it helps in source identification. Now another important aspect of wireless cameras is spoofing attack.
Spoofing attack means that an attacker had send another video to the sink using the victim’s identity. Sensor Pattern Noise also
deals with this issue easily.
II.

Literature Survey

The research on video source identification is quite similar to image source identification, and often similar techniques are used
for both identifications. A brief survey has been paragraphed below after reading the main outcomes of various journals on this
topic. Kharrazi et al. [7] had proposed a simple method to identify the camera model which was used to obtain an image by
distinguishing between images captured by a two and five different camera models. They proposed color image features like
average pixel values and RGB correlation factor with SVM to identify device which have captured the image. Result shows
acceptable accuracy even when the image is re-compressed. Similarly, Celiktutan et al. [8] focused on problem to identify a
source cell-phone in blind manner. The idea was to differentiate the color characteristic which gives footprints in form of
correlation factor across the adjacent pixel of the images. For this purpose, they explored various classifier which deals with
similar image quality measures and high order wavelet statistics. They had used SVM and KNN classifiers to detect the cellphone. They provide identification results among nine different brand cell-phone cameras and had used a large known image
data set and direct research to increase classification accuracy. Choi et al. [9] further included lens radial distortions as part of
the features extraction. They demonstrated that by taking the intrinsic lens radial distortion of each camera one can identify
suspected camera with a high rate of accuracy. By using lenses with spherical surface having inherent radial distortion gives
unique fingerprints of the images and also help in reducing manufacturing cost. They have conducted experiment using five
cameras to show statistical the improvement. The results also show that the error rates also change in image datasets when
captured using various optical zoom levels and finds that method is not much efficient as zooming makes difficult to work with
radial distortion. Popescu et. al. [10] deals to authenticate an image by finding digital tampering in absence of digital signature
or water marking. They have developed a detection tool for forensics using the Expectation/Maximization algorithm to identify
the camera patterns, based on which different image sources are classified. A large database of 200 gray scale images was built
and pattern was searched using Fourier transform from the original unadulterated images. The periodic patterns obtained during
re-sampling using Fourier domain can help in telling the model or the manufacturer of the device, instead of identifying the
individual camera that produced the image for forensic applications. Geradts et al. [5] proposed to utilize sensor dead pixels or
hot pixels in identification of specific image source. They focus that many modern cameras are not having defective pixels, and
now cameras are available which can eliminate these defective pixels easily during on board post-processing. They examined
and conclude that noise levels should be used for investigation because the camera of suspect can help to give a fixed pattern
noise even if we have nothing in it. Lukas et al. [6] also proposed to examine a suspected camera using sensor pattern noise. The
first need is to determine reference pattern noise. This will give a unique fingerprint of each camera for identification. They
have considered the reference pattern noise as a spread spectrum watermark established using a correlation detector. The
Experiments were implemented on approximately 320 images captured from nine consumer digital cameras. Also, have worked
on images having JPEG Compression or gamma correction. They concluded that sensor pattern noise estimation using wavelet
decomposition can distinguish between two cameras of same brand also. Li et. al. [11] proposed source identification using
sensor pattern noise method. The forensics investigator generally has large data set from various cameras and can utilize it in
making number of classes. When situation arises that, there was no knowledge of the original device and even not the image
from original source of image to be tested. It leads us to digital wavelet transform domain to enhance even the weak component
of the pattern noise. Kurosawa et al. [12] propose that source identification can be achieved by measuring the dark current noise
of the sensor which is used to give the device fingerprint. It is effective for dark current noise extracted from 100 dark frames.
Chen et al. [2] inherited the idea proposed in [13] and applied it to videos. They also investigate the problem of determinin g
whether two video clips came from the same camcorder and the problem of whether two differently transcoded versions of one
movie came from the same camcorder. The source identification technique is based on estimating the Maximum Likelihood
factor and deals with blocking and blurring using PRNU normalized cross-correlation. With decrease in video quality, there was
need to increase video length that means will always require large data set and accuracy decreases with video quality. This is a
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disadvantage of using PRNU pattern noise. Houten et al. [14] and Hyun et al. [15] extended Chen’s method to implement on
low resolution videos. It is based on enhanced PRNU pattern noise method. All these solutions also suffer from performance
degradation when the video is captured by wireless cameras because will contain blocking and blurring. These methods are not
only computationally expensive but not also suitable for fast identification. In present time, use of wireless cameras has
increased. They are widely used for security purpose. The security issues like spoofing attack are stemming in the wireless
communication. This means need faster and most accurate method to be explored. Lawgaly A et. al. [18] has concentrate on
different color channels for PRNU estimation. They have used Locally Adaptive DCT filtering and Weighted Averaging value
of three color channels. The motivation of work was that images are acquired under different conditions giving rise to different
residual noise. The weighted average value of the three channel helps to eliminate this residual noise for best match. It is
complex technique which require high time value, not suitable in wireless network for fast detection. Also, require large dataset
to train and test a query video. S. Chen et. al. [1] proposed sensor pattern noise method is efficient method. It works effectively
for identifying wirelessly transmitted videos which have blocking and blurring due to packet loss during wireless transmissions.
In addition, they proposed to incorporate selective frame processing and wireless channel signatures in source identification,
which makes source identification faster. Extensive real-world experiments were conducted to validate the method. The results
show that the accuracy of source identification based on the proposed method is far better than the existing methods in the
presence of video blocking and blurring. The method identifies the video source in a real-time environment to detect spoofing
attack. The paper has conclusion that number of existing studies are orthogonal to source identification. So, there is need t o
explore and incorporate it with the method to make it more accurate and less complex.
III.

Sensor Pattern Noise Extraction

Sensor pattern noise has been evaluated for randomly selected camera frames. In first step, frames have been extracted from the
video using VideoReader Mat lab command. VideoReader (filename) is used to create object v. The object v will read video
data from the file named as filename. Five Frames are selected randomly from a video. Here instead of working on RGB
channels, we are using gray scale image for sensor pattern noise generation to decrease complexity. Now there is only one
channel for further processing.

Start
Extract frames from video and select some random frames for feature extraction phase

Implement wavelet decomposition using four levels
Extract approximation and detailed coefficients in Matrices

For all level detailed coefficients, calculate local variances with window sizes 3, 5 ,7 and 9

Select minimum of all window variances and get the minimum array of detailed coefficients

Apply wiener filter using 3*3 windows on detailed coefficients using minimum variance array

Reconstruct the frames as pattern noises using wiener filtered detailed coefficients

Repeat above steps for all video camera training frames

Figure 3.1 Flowchart for pattern noise generation
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For this rgb2gray Mat lab function has been used. Otherwise first we have to perform wavelet implementation on each channel
then combine the three channels data to have denoised image. The combination of three color channel will include interpolation
noise when color location vary with luminance light[16]. Wavelet implementation is described further in flowchart.
The main effect that has been produced in detailed coefficients has been caused by wiener filter. Wiener filter[17] uses the first
order statistics such as the mean and the variance of the neighborhood.
This filter follows the following equation.
̅

(

̅)

(3.1)

Here
is the estimated noise-free pixel value,
is the noisy pixel value in the moving window, ̅ is local mean value of
an
region surrounding
,
is a weighting factor with
and
are the pixel coordinates. The factor
is the function of the local statistics in a moving window.
(3.2)
The values
[19].

and

represent the variance in moving window and variance of the noise in the whole image respectively [18],

IV.

Experimental Setup

Videos have been collected for eight digital cameras used in wireless transmission. Table below shows the video cameras
chosen in this work. To implement the algorithm formed we will use MATLAB tool. MATLAB software is widely used in
various research work. MATLAB stands for MATRIX LABORATORY. The Software was developed by Math works honor
(www.mathworks.com) in USA. MATLAB is beneficial for mathematics equations (linear algebra) moreover numerical
integration equations are also solved by MATLAB. It is also a simple programming language for writing mathematical program.
It has various types of tool boxes that are very beneficial for optimization.

Table 4.1 A list of video cameras selected for testing
AXIS M1011
D-Link DCS-942L
Foscam FI8910W
Smiledrive Panoramic 360
TP-Link NC220
TRENDnet TV-IP672W
WVC80N Camera test
ZVision AHD 1.3 MP
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V.

Result Analysis

The results found at every step have been visualized and explained as under of Axis M1011 camera frame in detail.

Figure 5.1 (a) RGB color frame
gray-scale frame

Figure 5.3 Detailed Horizontal DWT
coefficients at four levels

Figure 5.5 Detailed diagonal DWT coefficients

(b) Figure 5.2 Approximation
DWT coefficients at four level

Figure 5.4 Detailed Vertical DWT
coefficients at four levels

Figure 5.6 Image after wavelet reconstruction

at four levels
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Figure 5.7 Sensor pattern noise as difference of original frame and reconstructed frame after wavelet
implementation

Table 5.1 Time Performance Analysis
Camera No

Camera Name

Time taken for SPN of a Frame(seconds)
RGB

Grayscale

Difference

1

AXIS M1011

579.95

77.21

502.74

2

D-Link DCS-942L

847.34

54.77

792.57

3

Foscam FI8910W

865.25

153.53

711.72

4

Smiledrive Panoramic 360

941.02

132.76

808.26

5

TP-Link NC220

817.26

172.36

644.9

6

TRENDnet TV-IP672W

781.51

81.33

700.18

7

WVC80N Camera test

889.91

131.21

758.7

8

ZVision AHD 1.3 MP

1250.51

234.42

1016.09

871.59

129.69

1071.59

Average

Time Performance has been evaluated on the intel core i5 processor of 8 different wireless transmitted videos of different
cameras. It shows working on grayscale in spite of three channel will save time of approximately 5-6 minutes on average.
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Figure 5.8 and 5.9 visualize the SPN when working on rgb and gray scale image respectively and finds grayscale effective when
working on minute details as weighting averaging value of three channel eliminate residual noise that is not effective

Figure 5.8 Sensor pattern noise for RGB Image
VI.

Figure 5.9 Sensor pattern noise for Grayscale Image
Conclusion

The sensor pattern noise method exploits the inherent fingerprint of camera sensor and is universally applicable. This method
has the best performance reported so far among the existing methods and only method effective in lossy wireless network. It is
applicable on different size video. It leads us to conclusion that it is more reliable, accurate and less complex. It gives a
direction to work on grayscale images instead of three channels to reduce time complexity. The future scope for this method is
that algorithm can be made more effective when dealing with illumination factor and heavy packet loss. Active research work
with advanced security attacks in wireless network to make it further effective in real time environment.
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